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Re: De Joy's Recommended changes to the USPS

There are so many ways I totally disagree with what De Joy is planning: Delaying First Class mail; Closing

Post Offices; Removing blue boxes, etc.

By delaying mail there are so many reasons why that is insane.

o Bills will be late; time sensitive mailwill no longer be "time sensitive."
o Medicines that come by mail if left in an area that is hot may lose their effectiveness
o Medicines that are required to stay cold and are laying around somewhere because De Joy

wants to make the USPS as inefficient as possible will be useless.

The USPS "before De Joy" was efficient: mail and packages were on time; I had full confidence that if I

put a payment in the mail box it would be sent out in an efficient manner, and I was proud of USPS and

its empioyees.

The last time De Joy screwed around with the USPS around Christmas time or a little before it was

disastrous. Just ask the millions of people who normally got their mail on time now it was a waiting
game.

PLEASE don't let him ruin the USPS and make getting and sending mail a disaster.

Can't we PTEASE replace De Joy with someone who cares about the USPS employess and the many

people who rely on the USPS with the experience to do a good job.
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4342 Trenton Ave
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Don't let De Joy ruin the USPS
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